FLY AT THE SPEED OF LIFE™ WITH SUN COUNTRY AIRLINES

INTRODUCING a groundbreaking partnership between Sun Country Airlines and University of North Dakota, giving commercial aviation students the opportunity to secure full-time employment prior to graduation through the Sun Country Bridge Program.

This partnership gives young pilots:
- direct employment by a national carrier
- the chance to fly international routes shortly after graduation
- opportunity to fly charters for military, sports teams, politicians and entertainers
- 401 (k) 2% direct contribution + 6% match
- 75 hour/first year – monthly guarantee
- pay rate adjusted by 6%
  November 2018 with additional 8% November 2019
- average per diem pay $2.80/hour while on assignment
- 100% deadhead pay
- 100% cancellation pay

With a 20% increase in the fleet this year, opportunities abound.

Eligible students at UND will be required to complete their flight hours at the university. These hours can be and often are accrued when students become paid flight instructors for the school. This means that more qualified student-pilots will remain at UND as flight instructors and continue teaching up-and-coming pilots.
Qualifications

• Must be an active and full-time student in the Professional Flight Program.
• Maintain an acceptable GPA.
• Provide a letter of recommendation from an Aviation Professor, Flight Instructor or SCA Active Pilot at interview.
• Must successfully complete Sun Country Airlines interview process.
• Must be legal to work in the US, hold a valid passport, 1st class medical and FCC license before starting class.
• Must pass a background check.
• Must possess an MEI and have conducted at least 300 hours of dual multiengine flight instruction.

Bridging Path

1. Apply for Sun Country Airlines (SBP) through Airline Apps.
2. Once commercial certificate and instrument rating are complete, email SBP@suncountry.com to schedule an interview. Conditional job offer upon successfully completing the Sun Country interview process.
3. At 1,450 hours, you will be placed in the next available Sun Country Airlines First Officer class to begin your career at Sun Country Airlines.

Benefits

• ATP AT NO COST while receiving first year pay!
• Skip the regionals to go to Sun Country!
• Fly a Boeing 737 around the world.
• Flight Benefits at 1,000 hours for you and a companion.
• 401K program = 2% Direct Contribution + 6% Match.
• Great health benefits.